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CIGARETTE PACKS UNDER ATTACK

Anti-smoking groups around the
globe are stepping up efforts to more
strongly regulate cigarette packaging.
Some are calling for bolder text warn-
ings, others for generic packaging
that would strip cartons of branding.
And, last month, groups in New
Zealand were victorious in prompt-
ing regulations that require all tobac-
co products manufactured for sale in
that country to include explicit pho-
tos of diseased lungs, gangrenous toes
and rotting gums and teeth. The move follows the lead of several countries around the
world, including Canada, which already have the pictorial health warnings. Retailers in
New Zealand have until August 28 to clear their inventory of the old packaging.
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SHORTAGE OF...
GLASS?

UK shoppers in the wine aisle of Waitrose
stores might have trouble picking out a bottle
of rosé this month. The retailer was forced to
introduce its 500mL bottles of Vin a Deux
(“wine for two”) French rosé in green glass,
which obscures the wine’s signature pink hue.
Reports are that Waitrose’s supplier couldn’t
provide enough clear bottles in the smaller
format to support the launch. Glass bottles in
non-standard shapes and sizes are becoming
harder to obtain because of unusually strong
global demand. Waitrose expects to have the
Vin a Deux rosé in clear glass by May.

MUSHROOMS. FRESH FROM THE PACK

Where do mushrooms come from? They could come from packaging—at least that’s what Agata Jaworksa
has proposed in her master’s thesis for the Design Academy Eindhoven in The Netherlands. Jaworska’s
Made in Transit project describes a revolutionary supply chain concept where packaging is used as an
environment for perishable products to actually grow. A package prototype illustrates the idea, demon-
strating how spores might grow into oyster mushrooms during shipping and as the package sits in the
store. Made in Transit was included in the Museum of Modern Art’s Design and the Elastic Mind exhibit
in February. Jaworska is pursuing research at Wageningen University to bring the prototype to reality.
Concept and design: Agata Jaworska. Package prototype: Voges Packaging (www.voges.nl).

NEW AQUAFINA LABELS ON THE WAY

A new Aquafina label reflecting the water’s “public”
origins will start entering the market within the next

few months, according to Nicole Bradley, a Pepsi
spokesperson. New label copy will reflect that Aquafina
“originates from public water sources” but that it also
“goes through a rigorous, seven-step purification
process…”. The transition to the new labels is expected

to be completed on all package sizes by the end of the year. Corporate Accountability
International, an activist group, claims credit for prompting Pepsi to identify its water
source; the group has also asked Pepsi to remove the mountain graphic from Aquafina
labels, which, it says, implies the product is mountain spring water. Bradley says no
other changes are planned for the Aquafina label at this time.
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